Study Abroad

Spring 2022 programs are still accepting applications. See our program updates by Oct 24th.

Progress Spotlight – SPRING 2022

Study in Germany

Study in Berlin, Bonn, Hamburg, Leipzig, Munich, and more! This exciting program offers options to study languages, business, political science, engineering, and more. This program includes in-person and virtual options.

Study in Austria

Learn the language of Europe and immerse yourself in its culture. Universities in Austria offer a wide range of courses in fields such as business, law, and tourism. The program also includes a free, all-day offering to make Yoga teachings accessible to all.

Study Tours

Join us for a unique opportunity to discover Ireland! The program includes visits to Trinity College (founded in 1592!), in addition to a study tour of the country's rich history. This program is open to all majors with a wide variety of experiential components throughout! No previous Spanish language experience necessary.

Study in Dublin

Don't miss this opportunity to learn about Irish Life and Culture. This program includes study tours and allows you to earn LMU credit and fulfill core requirements while studying in the capital city of Ireland.

Peace, an international think tank in Washington D.C. Fellows receive a competitive salary and benefits. Graduating seniors with aspirations of working in international affairs are encouraged to attend. The program includes a webinar on October 4 at 12:00 p.m. PT to learn more about the Boren Awards Webinar on October 4 at 12:00 p.m. PT.

Program Advisors

Contact ONIF for more information or to schedule an individual appointment. Attend an Advisor Drop-in Hour or Program Advisors.

Boren Outreach & Recruitment Manager, Jeff Carey, will provide an overview of the funding which includes special initiatives for students to study less commonly taught languages in world regions critical to U.S. interests. The deadline for Boren Awards applications is October 15.

Benjamin A. Gilman International Scholarship Program

Two programs are accepting applications:

- Spring 2022 & Academic Year 2022-2023. Study abroad scholarships of up to $8,000 for Pell-grant recipients. This program includes in-person and virtual options.
- Summer 2022 & Academic Year 2022-2023. Study abroad scholarships of up to $8,000 for Pell-grant recipients. This program includes virtual-only options.
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Mexico: Augsburg University in Cuernavaca

Explore Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean with this immersive program. Study in the beautiful island of Vis. Local internships also available! With LMU Study Abroad, you can earn LMU credit and fulfill core requirements while studying in world regions critical to U.S. interests.

Croatia: LMU Peace and Reconciliation in Zagreb

Earn LMU credit and fulfill core requirements while studying in Zagreb. This program includes in-person and virtual options. No previous Spanish language experience necessary.

U.S. Passport processing is still very delayed. If you need to apply for a new passport, need a passport, or have questions, please contact ONIF.

LMU YOGA DAY

Put on your yoga mat! LMU YOGA DAY is October 24th. The event will be held on-campus and is free to all students. This event is open to all majors.

LMU TOWN DAY

LMU TOWN DAY will be held on October 24th. The event will celebrate LMU’s commitment to the community and provide opportunities for students, faculty, and staff to engage with the local community.

Contact ONIF with any questions or to schedule an appointment.

Please visit the Office of National and International Fellowships webpage for more information and updates.

Subscribe to our email list to receive our future emails.